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Abstract. The open nature of exploratory learning leads to situations
when feedback is needed to address several conceptual difficulties. Not
all, however, can be addressed at the same time, as this would lead to
cognitive overload and confuse the learner rather than help him/her.
To this end, we propose a personalised context-dependent feedback pri-
oritisation mechanism based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and
Neural Networks (NN). AHP is used to define feedback prioritisation as
a multi-criteria decision-making problem, while NN is used to model the
relation between the criteria and the order in which the conceptual diffi-
culties should be addressed. When used alone, AHP needs a large amount
of data from experts to cover all possible combinations of the criteria,
while the AHP-NN synergy leads to a general model that outputs results
for any such combination. This work was developed and tested in an ex-
ploratory learning environment for mathematical generalisation called
eXpresser.
Keywords: context-dependent personalised feedback, feedback prioriti-
sation, exploratory learning, analytic hierarchy process, neural networks
1 Introduction
Exploratory learning is characterised by complex tasks such as constructing mod-
els and varying their parameters, that can be approached in different ways, lead-
ing to equally valid solutions. Although these solutions are varied, they are all
characterised by some key points the learners need to address or be aware of.
The actions of a learner when solving a task can indicate the points the learner
may need help with, however, to be effective, the help that is given should take
into consideration the personal characteristics of the learner. Moreover, relevant
information could be extracted from the context which can lead to more ap-
propriate feedback. There are many works in the literature that investigate the
role of context in a diversity of fields such as recommender systems [2], artifi-
cial intelligence [1], educational psychology [40] and ubiquitous computing [27].
The definition of context is also diverse, varying from the wide social context to
the specificity of network characteristics. In our approach context refers to the
stages within a task, with each stage providing essential information about what
is currently relevant for the learner.
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Exploratory Learning Environments (ELEs) (e.g. SimQuest [22], Adaptive
Coach for Exploration (ACE) [7], Vectors in Physics and Mathematics [18]) are
characterised by freedom, allowing learners to explore the domain rather than
guide their learning in a structured manner. On the other hand, complete lack of
guidance in ELEs is not useful for learning [23]. Consequently, the challenge is to
provide feedback in such a way that the learner does not feel restrained and at the
same time perceives the feedback as relevant with respect to the current activity.
This problem is not unique to exploratory learning environments, but also applies
to educational simulated environments (e.g. [42]) and games (e.g. [38]) where the
challenge is to provide feedback without breaking the flow [13].
This paper addresses the problem of personalised feedback prioritisation in
ELEs which allow learners a high degree of freedom as opposed to the guided
learning offered by more structured learning environments such as intelligent
tutoring systems. The approach was developed using an ELE for mathemati-
cal generalisation and the prioritisations used to train the neural network are
validated by experts in the field of mathematical education.
In previous work [11] [12], we have proposed an approach for feedback pri-
oritisation based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process [35], a popular method in
Multicriteria Decision-Making [43]. Due to the large amount of data needed from
experts, the AHP approach was developed only for the most frequent combina-
tions of criteria, where criteria refer to task difficulty, experience and arithmetic
ability. This meant that when a combination of criteria was not available, the
closest match to the available combinations of criteria was found and the priori-
tisation of the best match was used instead.
To address this issue, in this paper we present a context-dependent person-
alised feedback prioritisation mechanism using the Analytic Hierarchy Process
and Neural Networks [3]. AHP is used to define feedback prioritisation as a
multi-criteria decision-making problem, while NN is used to model the relation
between the criteria and the order in which the conceptual difficulties should be
addressed, i.e. the prioritisation. When used alone, AHP needs a large amount
of data from experts to cover all possible combinations of the criteria, while the
AHP-NN synergy leads to a general model that outputs results for any such
combination. The experimental study aims to establish the feasibility of the
AHP-NN approach for the personalised feedback prioritisation problem.
The next section briefly introduces adaptive feedback, mathematical gener-
alisation and the system employed. Section 3 presents the AHP-NN approach,
while Section 4 presents the experimental results obtained using the proposed
approach. Section 5 discusses the results and concludes the paper.
2 Adaptive Feedback in Our Exploratory Learning
Environment
Feedback is usually a response to the actions of a learner aiming to correct future
iterations of the actions [30]. It includes information about what happened or did
not happen as a consequence of the user’s actions in relations to the goal [41];
this information is given to the users to compare their performance with the
expected one [21] and to make use of it in the following attempt [41].
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In exploratory learning, the freedom given to learners leads to situations when
feedback is required on several aspects. This is also the case of eXpresser 3 [31] [33],
which is an ELE for mathematical generalisation that aims to link the visual
with the algebraic-like representation of rules. It enables constructions of pat-
terns, creating dependences between them, naming properties of patterns and
creating algebraic-like rules with either names or numbers. Some screenshots
are displayed in Figure 1, illustrating the system, two constructions, the proper-
ties list of a pattern that is dependent on another one, the properties list of an
independent pattern and two examples of rules.
Fig. 1. eXpresser screenshots. The main screenshot includes a toolbar, an area for pat-
tern construction and an area for defining rules/algebraic-like expressions; the toolbar
(at the top) allows the following actions: cut, copy, paste, delete, zoom in, zoom out,
show grid, grid size (changeable from here or using the zoom tools), group and ungroup;
the main area has two constructions for the “footpath” task and two property lists; the
components of Construction 1 are also presented separately. The two screenshots at
the bottom illustrate the rules defined by the learners who built the two constructions.
The main area of the screen in Figure 1 displays two constructions. These
are solutions of two learners working independently on a task called “footpath”,
which is typical in the UK curriculum. The task requires to find out the num-
ber of green tiles needed to surround any pattern of red tiles (representing the
footpath). The components of Construction 1 are displayed separately for ease
3 Developed in the context of MiGen Project, funded by the ESRC/EPSRC Teaching
and Learning Research Programme (RES-139-25-0381); http://www.migen.org.
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of understanding; this construction has four patterns: (a) two compact rows of
green (lighter colour) tiles and (b) two rows with gaps in between tiles: one green
and one red (darker colour). The first two mentioned are the same, and conse-
quently, have the same properties displayed in the property list of the highlighted
row in Construction 1. The first property, i.e. number of iterations, shows that
the pattern depends on the red one because the number of iterations of the green
tiles is set to ‘the number of red tiles multiplied by 2 plus 1’; the T box with
the name red and the corresponding value of 3 is called an icon variable and is
used to make a pattern dependent on another; the use of icon variables leads
to general constructions, i.e. they work for any number of red tiles. The second
property, moving left, is set to 1 and the third property, moving down, is set to
0, which makes the pattern a row; for the red pattern moving left is set to 2
and moving down is set to 0, which makes a row with gaps between the tiles.
The last property establishes the number needed to colour all the tiles in the
pattern; in the current case it is the same as the number of iterations in the
pattern. However, if a pattern is a group of several tiles, this would not be the
case anymore; for example, if a pattern is a group of three tiles and is iterated
five times, the number required to colour it would be three times five.
Construction 2 is built in a similar fashion, but the compact rows of green
tiles do not depend on the red pattern: the first property (number of iterations)
from the property list is set to 9. At the bottom of Figure 1, two expressions
corresponding to the two constructions are displayed. Expression 1 uses the
name red for the number of red tiles, while Expression 2 is numeric.
In the constructions of Figure 1, both learners follow the same strategy in
surrounding the footpath: two rows of tiles at top and bottom, and one row of
tiles in the gaps of the red pattern; also, for both constructions, the row of green
tiles with gaps in between (the middle one) does not depend on the red pattern
and the expressions do not correspond to their corresponding constructions.
However, there are a few differences: (a) they work with a different number of
red tiles, i.e. 3 and 4, respectively; (b) the first learner is very close to a general
solution, while the second is still working with the particular case of 4 red tiles;
(c) the expression of the first learner (Expression 1 in Figure 1) is already general,
while the expression of the second learner (Expression 2 in Figure 1) is numeric.
Construction 2 could be used at this point to illustrate how the need for
feedback prioritisation emerges during exploration. In this instance, from peda-
gogical point of view, several issues need to be addressed: (a) the construction is
correct only when the red pattern consists of four tiles, i.e. it is specific, whilst
the aim of the activity is to create a general construction that would work for
any number of tiles; (b) the learner may need to be reminded how to make a
pattern dependent on another (i.e. the use of icon variables); (c) the expression
does not correspond to the construction and contains a mistake; (d) the expres-
sion is specific. To this end, different types of feedback are needed depending
on learner’s characteristics and contextual information. In the next section, we
describe an approach that leads to prioritising feedback on these issues based on
a multi-criteria decision making method called the Analytic Hierarchy Process.
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3 The AHP&NN Feedback Prioritisation Approach
Multicriteria Decision Making (MDM) defines a class of problems where a de-
cision from a predefined set of alternatives needs to be reached by taking into
account two or more criteria. Each alternative is evaluated on the set of criteria;
the outcomes provide a means of comparison between the alternatives that will
facilitate a selection of one or more alternatives, or a ranking between them.
Other purposes are classification of alternatives into groups (clustering) and
group ranking [43]. Among the possible approaches of decision problems that
correspond to this description are: statistical techniques, multi-attribute utility
analysis, analytic hierarchy process, knowledge bases, mathematical models, etc.
MDM has many applications in fields where decisions need to be taken. The
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the most popular methods in MDM
and is widely applied in a diversity of areas like logistics, military, manufacturing
and health-care [20]. Frequently AHP is used in combination with other methods
- a recent literature review [20] reports five main categories of tools integrated
with AHP: (a) mathematical programming, (b) quality function development,
(c) meta-heuristics, (d) SWOT analysis, and (e) data envelopment analysis. Four
works related to higher education are reported in areas of IT-based project se-
lection [26], teaching method selection [28], education requirement selection [24]
and faculty course assignment [32].
In the area of learner/user modelling, AHP has been used in combination with
fuzzy logic [17] for student diagnosis in an adaptive hypermedia educational sys-
tem and in combination with Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), another
method from MDM, in recommender systems [37], where the evaluation function
from MAUT is used to rate how well each alternative fulfills the decision criteria.
The AHP uses a hierarchy to represent a decision problem and to establish
priorities between alternatives depending on a set of criteria involved in the
decision process. It includes three main steps: (a) construction of the hierarchy;
(b) analysis of priorities and (c) verification of consistency.
The hierarchy has the general structure presented in Figure 2. The highest
level represents the goal, which, in our context, is personalised feedback. The
second level includes the criteria based on which the decision should be taken;
in our case, the criteria refer to the stage in the exploratory task. The third
level includes the alternatives to be prioritised with respect to the criteria; the
alternatives correspond to pedagogical aspects of mathematical generalisation.
The first step includes a decomposition of the decision problem into parts defined
by all relevant attributes; these attributes are arranged into hierarchical levels
so as to reach the hierarchical structure presented in Figure 2.
To obtain a prioritisation of the alternatives, pairwise comparisons are needed
between each pair of criteria and between each pair of alternatives. The later
requires comparisons with respect to each criteria, i.e. if there are n criteria
and m alternatives, nC
2 pairwise comparisons are needed for the criteria and
n ∗mC2 pairwise comparisons are needed for the alternatives (mC2 comparisons
per criterion). In previous work [12] we have used AHP alone to produce the
prioritisation feedback. Due to the amount of pairwise comparisons, however, we
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have considered as criteria only the stage within the task and produce a pairwise
comparisons for different combinations of learner characteristics. This approach
was taken because if the learner characteristics would have been introduced in
the AHP hierarchy as criteria, it would have led to a vast amount of pairwise
comparisons.
Fig. 2. Hierarchy in the Analytic Hierarchy Process
The next step in AHP is the verification of consistency, calculated by a set
formula based on the pairwise comparisons. If there is a lack of consistency, the
pairwise comparisons need to be reviewed and the consistency is checked again.
This process is repeated until the consistency criteria is satisfied. Consequently,
there could be even more effort needed from the experts at this stage.
To address this limitation, we propose to use the AHP hierarchy with the
context, task difficulty and learner characteristics as criteria, and use neural
networks to model the relation between the criteria and the prioritisation of
alternatives. More specifically, we use a back-propagation network which is a
multi-layered feed-forward neural network which is fully connected [15]. Each
layer can have several units, with each unit connected to all the units in the next
layer. By training the network, the optimal weights between units are learned
and therefore, one could say that the knowledge about the aspect being mod-
elled is encoded in these weights. For our purpose, by training a network on
instances representing combinations of criteria with their corresponding order of
alternatives, the network will learn the association between the two and will be
able to output prioritisations for any combination of criteria.
Neural networks have the ability to derive meaning from complex or imprecise
data and are used to extract patterns and to detect trends that cannot be noticed
by humans due to their complexity [3]. Neural networks have been used in a
variety of fields such as medicine [5], biology and chemistry [9], engineering
[36], finance [29] and management science [25]. In the area of elearning, neural
networks were used for personalised recommendations of learning objects [4].
For our purpose, the neural network will have as input the criteria and as
output the prioritisation of alternatives. The criteria are the stages within a task:
(1) specific construction; (2) variation of parameters; (3) general construction
and (4) expression. To identify the stage a learner is at, a set of rules are used.
Basically, for each stage, the presence or absence of certain actions or properties
of the construction/expression are used. A learner is considered to be in the
specific construction stage if he has not used T-boxes yet and the construction
is not complete (i.e. it does not fit the mask of the task construction). The
variation of parameters is indicated by the change in the values of the properties
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of patterns. The general construction stage is identified by the presence of T-
boxes, while the expression stage is identified by modifications made to the
expression. The other criteria are task difficulty and learners’ characteristics, i.e.
their experience with tasks of various degrees of difficulty and their arithmetic
ability.
The alternatives are feedback on the following aspects: (a) correctness of con-
struction (CC); (b) correctness of expression (CE); (c) construction-expression
correspondence (C-E); (d) symmetry of construction (Sym); (e) generality of
construction (CGen); (f) generality of expression (EGen); (g)linking patterns
(LP).
4 Experimental Results
The network has four input nodes and seven output nodes. The inputs are the
AHP criteria and the outputs are the AHP alternatives that were introduced in
the previous section. The data used for our experiments consists of 108 instances
of criteria combinations and their corresponding prioritisations of the alterna-
tives. The criteria and their coding is presented in Table 1. The 108 instances
were obtained by combining the number of values for all the criteria: 4×3×3×3.
Table 1. Criteria and their coding.
Criteria Possible values Coding
Context, i.e. stage specific construction 1
in the task variation of parameters 2
general construction 3
expression 4
Task difficulty low 1
medium 2
high 3
Experience low 1
medium 2
high 3
Arithmetic ability low 1
medium 2
high 3
The alternatives are the ones mentioned in the previous section and they are
coded as 1 to 7 in the order they were introduces, i.e. CC is coded as 1 and LP is
coded as 7. Both inputs and outputs are normalised by mapping minimum and
maximum values to [-1 1].
One expert produced the prioritisations (i.e. the ranking of the alternatives
from 1 to 7) for all instances and two other experts were asked to validate
these prioritisations for 48 instances (approximately 45% of all instances). One
expert agreed with 97% of the prioritisations, while the other agreed only with
91%. On the intsances on which there was disagrement, the prioritisations were
modified to reflect the agregated opinion of all experts. One could argue that the
two experts that validated the prioritisations could have been asked to validate
separate sets of prioritisations, thus covering 90% of all instances. This approach,
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however, could have led to inconsistencies between the prioritisations of the two
experts which could affect the performance of the neural network. Therefore, we
gave the same set of instances to the two experts to avoid this problem.
The data was randomly partitioned into three sets used for training (55%,
i.e. 60 instances), validation (15%, i.e. 16 instances) and testing (32%, i.e. 30
instances). We have tested several networks architectures and found that the
best performance is obtained when the number of hidden nodes is 10. The sig-
moid function was used as activation function in hidden layer and the linear
activation function was used in the output layer - this can be seen in Figure 3.
The Levenberg-Marquart [19] algorithm was used for training. Early stopping
technique was applied to check the validation error rate periodically during train-
ing [34]. The stopping conditions were the gradient magnitude (with a value of
1e-5) and the number of validation error checks (set to 6).
Fig. 3. Network architecture.
Using the set-up presented above, the network was used in 500 independent
trials and the results are given in Table 2. The average number of iterations was
15.81 with a standard deviation of 1.96; the maximum and minimum number of
iterations were, respectively, 53 and 5.
Table 2. The results of the 500 independent runs.
Training Validation Testing
Average performance 0.899 0.902 0.906
Standard deviation 0.101 0.168 0.129
Average error(mse) 0.002 0.002 0.002
Standard deviation 0.033 0.055 0.042
Best performance 0.936 0.982 0.964
Worst performance 0.864 0.795 0.871
Performance refers to correct ranking of the alternatives, while error refers to
the means squared error (mse), i.e. the average squared error between the net-
work outputs and the target outputs. For our particular purpose, it is important
that the neural network returns a prioritisation according to the context and the
learning characteristics. Consequently, to judge the performance of the network,
we need to measure if the network outputs match the target outputs not in terms
of the values returned, but of the order between those values. Therefore, to cal-
culate the network performance, we compared the ranking produced at output
with the target ranking.
On the other hand, we are interested in learning the mapping between the in-
puts and the outputs regardless of the exact ranking because the neural network
will be used to rank alternatives on the basis of imprecise information about
the criteria, i.e. real values not just integers could be used for task difficulty,
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experience and arithmetic ability. For example, a learner’s experience with tasks
of medium difficulty, does not suddenly go from low (coded as 1) to medium
(coded as 2), but could have intermediate values such as 1.2 or 1.8. The network
should be able to return prioritisations when these intermediate values are used,
and therefore, we are interested in the network’s performance in terms of the
mean squared error.
Looking at the results for the average error and its standard deviation, we can
see that the network fits the data well. In terms of performance from ranking
point of view, the results show that the network’s output is the same as the
targets in 91% of the cases.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an AHP-NN approach to address the problem of
feedback prioritisation in an exploratory learning environment for mathematical
generalisation. In our previous work we used a sole AHP approach and run into
difficulties due to the number of pairwise comparisons needed and the amount
of time experts would need to spend on providing the pairwise comparisons and
validating the outputs of the AHP mechanism.
In this paper we addressed this issue by proposing the use of neural networks
that are capable of generalising complex relationships by mapping one data space
to another one using a number of examples. Moreover, the AHP-NN approach
offers the advantage of returning prioritisations when real values rather than
integers are used for criteria. In AHP, the knowledge of the mapping is in the
pairwise comparisons and it is only possible to take into account the exact value
of a criterion, e.g. a value of 1.2 and a value of 1.8 may be considered the same.
In other works, in AHP an integer actually covers a range of values; for example
2 could be used for any value between 1.51 and 2.49, or between 2.00 and 2.99
(different experts have different views on this). The AHP-NN approach has the
advantage of producing more refined prioritisations, i.e. a value of 1.2 for one
criterion may lead to a different prioritisation compared with a value of 1.8 of
the same criterion.
Due to the nature of our problem, the neural network needed to be tested
in terms of how well it generalises, i.e. how well the networks performs with
unknown data at the input, with respect to the following two aspects: the mean
squared error and the correspondence between the ranking produced at output
and the target ranking. The first aspect is the typical way to judge a neural
network and the results show that, from this point of view, the performance is
very good. The other aspect, however, is equally important and the findings are
promising with an overall success of 91%.
The second aspects on which we tested out network is in fact a label ranking
problem, i.e. a complex prediction task with the goal to map instances to a total
order over a finite set of predefined labels [39]. Several approaches have been used
to address this problem such as kernel methods [16], instance-based learning [10],
case-based reasoning [6] and log-linear models [14]. We found only one previous
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work on label ranking using neural networks [8] developed specifically for ranking
results returned by internet search engines.
Looking at the worst performing cases for the training, validation and testing
sets, we have identified 10 instances that led to high errors. When looking at
these instances we found they reflect infeasible combinations of criteria that fall
in three categories: combining low experience and low arithmetic ability with the
last two stages of the tasks; combining low experience and low arithmetic ability
with high task difficulty, and combining low arithmetic ability with the last
stage of the task (which requires the development of an arithmetic expression).
In reality, in a classroom situation teachers would not expect learners with low
arithmetic ability (with or without experience) to solve difficult tasks or finalise
the last two stages of the tasks. The last two stages require the use of arithmetic
expressions; in the penultimate phase, expressions need to be defined in order to
make the construction general, while the last stage requires the learner to define
an algebraic expression that corresponds the the construction that s/he built.
Therefore, these situations could be compared to learners attempting to solve
problems for which they do not have the necessary prerequisites.
To address the issue outlined above, in future work we will work on two
possible solutions. One is to filter the input data to detect infeasible situations
that could then be dealt with appropriate feedback or by informing the teacher.
For example, if low experience and low arithmetic ability is detected the student
could be given feedback to redo some stages of the task before going into the
the highly difficult part. The other solution that we will investigate is to add an
extra output for the neural network that could help the network learn infeasible
situations and provide special type of feedback with the highest priority.
In conclusion, the research presented in this paper proposed an AHP-NN
approach to address the problem of feedback prioritisation in ELEs. Although
tailored for eXpresser the approach could be used in other ELEs provided that
information is available about the aspects to give feedback on, and experts can
provide some representative cases to train the neural network.
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